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Thermal expansion of rare earth metals
Abstract
A high temperature dilatometric investigation of the rare earth metals was undertaken as part of a broad
program of study of these elements, the ultimate goal being better understanding of metals in general. The
more immediate goal, in addition to determining the coefficients of expansion quantitatively, was to detect
evidence of any crystalline transformations which may occur and particularly to cast some light on certain
high temperature transitions already discovered in several of these metals. The rare earth metals included in
this investigation were lanthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, gadolinium, terbium, dysprosium,
erbium, and ytterbiumo
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THERMAL EXPANSION OF 
RARE EARTH METALS* 
b;y' 
Fred Barson, S. Legvold and F. H. Spedding · 
ABSTRACT 
A high temperature dilatometric investigation of the 
rare earth metals was undertaken as part of a broad program 
of study of these elements, the ultimate goal being better 
understanding of metals in general. The more immediate 
goal, in addition to determining· the coefficients of· ex-
pans ion quantitatively, was to detect evidence of any crys-
t a.I Line transformations which may occur and particu+arly 
to cast some light on certain high temperature transitions 
already discovered in several of these metalso The rare 
earth metals incauded in thi s investigation were lanthanum, 
cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, gadolinium, terbium, 
dysprosium, erbium, and ytterbiumo 
In view of the highly reactive nature of these elements 
at high temperatures and their relatively small thermal ex-
pansion, it was necessary to design and build a somewhat 
specialized dilatometero The device employed consisted essen-
tially of a quartz-tube and dial-indicator dilatometer in 
which an optical interferometer replaced the dial-indicator 
gauge. This increased the sensitivity of the instrument and 
made possible automatic recording of the results by means of 
a photomultiplier tube which detected motion of the inter-
ference fringes. Provision was also made for controlling · 
and recording the sample temperatur~ automatically and for 
placing an inert atmosphere about the sample during the 
course of the runo It was estimated that this apparatus wa$ 
~apable of getermining the coefficient of expansion to about 
f 0.2 x 10- oc-1, some 2 or 3 per cent of the value for a 
typical rare earth metal. 
* ' This report is based on at Ph.D. thesis by Fred Barson sub-
mitted June,l956~to Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. This 
work was done under contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
" 
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Room temperature values of the coefficients of. ex-
pansion, except in tge case of ytterbium, were found to 6 
range from 4.2 X 10- °C-l for praseodymium to 9.5 X 10- . 
°C-l for dysprosium. For ytterbium, a metal which assumes · 
a divalent chemical form in compounds and generally has 
properties differing from most other members of the ~are6 
earth series, a room temperature coefficient of 25 x 10-
oc-1 was observed. 
An indication of the hexagonal to face-centered cubic 
transformation in lanthanum appeared as a volume change, 
with hysteresis, between about 200°C and 320°C. The high-
er temperature face-centered cubic modification was formed 
with an accompanying decrease in volume of some 0.3 per 
cent. 
It was found that in the lower melting metals an ex-
cessive amount of creep developed at high temperatures, due, 
it was thought, to a rapid increase in the number of lattice 
imperfections. This creep was so great that it was impossi-
ble to take usable data through the regions of the high tem-
perature transitions of lanthanum and cerium. In the cases 
of praseodymium and neodymium, however, evidence of high 
temperature transitions could be observed. These appeared 
as very slight volume changes, the higher temperature form 
of both metals being about 0.1 per cent larger by volume 
than the modification below the transformation temperature. 
In praseodymium this anomaly occurred at 790° - 793°C, while 
in neodymium it took place at about 867°C. 
Since the Curie points of gadolinium and terbium had 
been reported not far below room temperature, an attempt was 
made to include this region in the study of these two metals 
by cooling the ~urnace prior to the runs. It was found that 
both of these metals exhibited a negative coefficient of ex-
pansion over a range of temperatures near : ~t-fi.~;i:~;;'f~.l?.t£:!@ • . :_: 
Curie points, gadolinium from -40°C to +28°C, and terbium 
from -100°C to -40°C. 
Dysprosium displayed a slight hysteresis loop in its ex-
pansion between 650°C and 900°C. Ytterbium apparently under-
went a transformation of some sort in the high temperature 
region; however, the very high volatility of this metal may 
have interfered with the operation of the instrument, and 
this conclusion must be labeled as somewhat tentative for the 
present. 
Attempts to calculate the Gruneisen constant from meas-
ured physical properties, including the expansion coefficients, 
.. , 
-- ""_, .. 
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resulted in values which were extremely low as compared 
with other metals. A second calculation of the same con-
stant from compressibility data gave results which were 
somewhat higher, but still lower than the anticipated values. 
Attempts to correlate the thermal expansion of the rare earth 
metals with their melting points met with similar failure, 
the expansion being in most cases much lower than would be ex-
pected from comparison with other metals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Investigation 
In recent years rare earth metals have become available 
in good purity and in sufficient quantity to make possible 
fairly reliable measurements of their intrinsic properties. 
There is some evidence that even slight amounts of 'impurities 
may cause serious changes in their physical properties, so 
that the development of efficient methods for the separation 
and reduction of these metals has been a necessary first 
step. 
These elements are of particular interest, in the long-
range view, in that their electronic configurations vary from 
one metal to the other in most cases only by the number of 
electrons in the 4f shell. Hence, the hope is that a study 
of the properties of these metals, as a group, and of the 
differences between their properties might supply information 
leading to a better understanding of metals in terms of their 
electronic structures. 
From a more immediate viewpoint, the present investi-
gation was concerned with detecting solid state transforma-
tions of these metals, as well as determining quantitative 
values for their thermal expansion. Properly conducted, 
dilatometric measurements offer a very sensitive method of 
detecting transitions and are recognized as one of the prin-
cipal tools in the investigation of metals. Since such 
measurements can be made at very slow rates of warming and 
cooling, they may disclose certain sluggish or very slight 
effects not readily found by some other means su¢h as ther-
mal analysis. 
It was also hoped, in particular, to clarify certain 
high temperature transitions which had already been detected 
in several of these metals: lanthanum, cerium, praseody.mium, 
neodymium, and ytterbium. Large effects in the electrical 
resistivity measurements and thermal analyses had disclosed 
these transformations, but an attempt to determine the crys-
tal structure of the high temperature form failed due to the 
extremely diffuse nature of the X-ray diffraction patterns. 
It was believed that a dilatometric study might cast some 
light on~ _ these effects. 
Since the rare earth metals are very reactive chemi-
cally at high temperatures, and since their thermal expan-
sions turn out to be rather small compared to those of other 
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metals, a sensitive and somewhat specialized dilatometer was 
required. An appreciable part of the present work was the 
design of a suitable piece of equipment, which will be de-
scribed in some detail. 
Comments on Thel~l Expansion 
The coefficient of linear expansion of a substance is 
defined as its change in length, per unit length, per unit 
change in temperature. Symbolically, this is written 
1 dL 0(=-- ~ 
L dt 
Since for most metals o<... is on the order of 10-5 oc-1 , the 
length does not change greatly even for rather large tem-
perature intervals. Hence it is common to re-define the co-
efficient as 
where L0 is the length at room temperature or at some other 
convenient temperature such as 0°0. This new definition 
does not make an appreciable change in the value of o.land 
simplifies the calculations considerably. 
There have been several relationships observed between 
the thermal expansion of a substance and its , other physical 
properties. Of these, the most famous is undoubtedly the 
relationship derived by G~neisen and bearing his name (1): 
3«-V e ({ 
G,;k 
where Cv is the specific heat at the constant volume V of 
the substance, k is its compressibility, and ( is a pure 
number, called the G~neisen constant, which is usually be-
tween 1.5 and 2.5 for a metal. The quantity ~should more 
pro~erly be replaced by the coefficient of cubical (or vol-
ume) expansion; however, for an isotropic substance the 
volume coefficient is readily shown to be equal to three 
times the linear expansion coefficient. 
Several authors have derived empirical relationships 
involving the thel~al expansion of a metal and its melting 
point. In general?the lower melting metals have greater ex-
pansion coefficients, as if a certain percentage expansion 
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brings about the weakening of bonds associated with melting. 
In particular, Bonfiglioli and Montalenti (2) pointed out 
that for metals of a certain crystalline form the product 
of the thermal expansion and the melting point temperature 
tended to be a constant which was somewhat different from 
the similar constant for other crystal classes. Although 
there was some deviation from this grouping and some over-
lapping of groups, it may be of interest to compare values 
obtained for the rare earth metals with the constants so ob-
tained for other metals. One would also be interested in 
testing the applicability of GrUneisen's law to the physical 
constants of this group of elements, wherever the required 
constants have been determined. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Dilatometric Methods 
Since the literature on dilatometry has become volumi-
nous, the reader is referred to a review article by Hidnert 
and Souder (3) for a summary of the types of dilatometers 
commonly used and for an extensive list of references. It 
might be well to describe some of these dilatometers here, 
however, in order to compare them to the apparatus used in 
the present investigation and to give some feeling for the 
experimental difficulties involved. The following has been 
extracted largely from the review article mentioned above. 
Briefly, the difficulties in dilatometric work are ·df 
two types: first, that the effect to be measured is very ' 
small, the change in length corresponding to a temperature 
change of one degree being only about 0.002 per cent; and 
second, that sample holders and detecting equipment also 
have expansions which must be either eliminated from the 
measurements somehow, or allowed for in tpe calculations. 
The so-called precision micrometric method is said to 
be the most prec~zy£nown means of measuring thermal expan-
sion. In this apparatus the position of the ends of the 
sample is indicated by fine wires, weight · and hanging from 
the ends of the sample. Two micrometer mlcroscopes, mounted 
on a comparator and separated by a distance approximately 
equal to the sample length, indicate changes in the sample 
length by recording changes in the positions of the vertical 
wires hanging from the sample. The sample can be heated in 
a furnace to high temperatures, or cooled below room tem-
perature in liquid baths. This method has the advantage of 
being an absolute measurement; that is, the changes in length 
are determined directly, with no corrections for the sample 
holder, etc., being required. For best results, however, 
3 
•• I 
/ . 
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this equipment requ:!res relatively long samples, up to as 
much as 50cm in length. Samples as short as lOcm may be used, 
but with a corresponding decrease in sensitivity. 
The Fi2~au-Pulfrich interferometric dilatometer employs 
two transparent fused silica (quartz) optical flats which 
are sepa!•a ted by a small sample in the shap•a of a z-ing Ol" a 
tripod. The sample dimensions are adjusted so as to place 
the optically flat surfaces at a very slight angle to each 
other, about 20 1 of arc. Illumination of these flats with 
monochromatic light produces interference fringes which move 
across the field of view as the distance between the optical 
flats changes. Since this distance is exactly the sample 
length, the method permits a sensitive determination of the 
thennal expansion of the sample simply by counting the num-
ber of fringes passing a fixed point during a measured tem-
perature interval. To eliminate the need for constant obser-
vation of the fringes, methods have been developed to record 
their passage photographically or by means of a photo-tube 
and counter. The Fize~u~Pulfrich method is particularly 
useful when only small lengths of material are available, 
such as single crystals • Convez•sely, it has the disadvantage 
that only very small samples can be used, for if the sample 
lengtn-e:Kceeds about lcm, satisfactory interfe~ence fringes 
cannot. be produced. The measurement is, however, an absolute 
one once again. 
A third type of dilatometer is the fused-qua:rtz ~ tub·e , 
and dial-indicator apparatus. In this case, a 20cm sample is 
placed in a fused-quartz (silica) tube which has been sealed 
at the bottom. A movable fused-quartz rod, resting upon the 
sample, t~ansmits the motion due to the expansion of the sam-
ple to a dial-indicator gauge at the open top of the tube . 
This method is not absolute, since the readings of the dial-
indicator register the differential expansion of the sample 
relatiue to an equal length of fused quartzo A small cor-
rection must be added to account for thiso As described, 
this method requires relatively long samples and is capable 
of an accuracy of about 2 pe~ cent in the optimv..m case. 
The autogl"aphic optical-lever method employs a miL"~or 
supported by a t~ipod, one leg of which is fused silica, one 
leg the sample itself, and one leg a Chromel A rod. The 
fused silica rod, with its ve~J small expansionp acts as a 
"fixed point" to support one corner of the mi!"Tor in a prac-
tically stationary position. The rod of Chromel A, which 
has an expansion practically linear with temperaturep tilts 
the mirror through an angle proportional to the temperature 
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at any time. Expansion of the sample, which supports the 
mirror at a third point, tilts the mirror through a second 
angle which is proportional to the change in sample length. 
These three legs are arranged so that the tilting due to the 
sample expansion will be at right angles to that due to the 
Chromel. A spot of light focused on the mirror and reflected 
to a glass screen indicates, thus , the expansion of both the 
Chromel and the samp~e and describes a curve as the tempera-
ture changes. The ordinate of this curve represents the ex-
pansion of the sample, and the abscissa the expansion of the 
Chromel, or the temperature _. :':If a photographic plate is sub-
stituted for the glass scr~en, an expansion curve can be 
plotted directly. This method is not an absolute one, and 
is only some 3 to 5 per cent accurate. However, it is fast and 
automatic and leaves a permanent and continuous record. 
Electronic methods of recording changes in length have 
also been developed. In these, the sample is arranged so 
that its expansion moves one plate of a capacitor, thus vary-
ing the series grid capacitance of an oscillator circuit. 
Alternatively, the iron core of a small transformer may be 
moved by the expansion of the sample, changing the output 
voltage markedly while the input voltage is kept constant. 
Either of these methods can be made extremely sensitive elec-
tronically, but still suffer the same disadvantage of other 
equipment: namely that either the motion of the expansion 
must be transmitted by some mechanical device to the 
transformer or capacitor, or that these detecting devices 
must be placed within the furnace or cryostat where their own 
expansion may affect the results. These devices are, thus, 
not absolute, but are capable of high sensitivity if properly 
calibrated. 
The thermal expansion of crystals, including metals, of 
course, can also be inferred from X-ray crystallographic mea-
surements by determining the change in the lattice parameters 
at different temperatures. Due to the small value of the 
thermal expansion, extremely accurate lattice parameters must 
be obtained, and the method is not very sensitive except 
where large temperature changes are involved. The advantages 
are the facts that extremely small samples may be used, and, 
even more important, that any anisotropy in the expansion of 
the crystal becomes immediately evident. 
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Finally, by determining the density of a sample at dif-
ferent temperatures, one may calculate its cubical expansion. 
The densities may be found by weighing the sample at differ-
ent temperatures in air and in a liquid whose density is well-
known over the temperature range of interest. Small, 
irregularly-shaped samples may be used in this wayp but the 
method is obviously limited by the availability of a suitable 
liquid. 
Properties of Rare Earth Metals 
In reviewing the literature on the rare earth metals, 
there has once mora been the necessity of abbreviating some-
what in order to keep the review of a reasonable length. In 
general, an effort has been made to include epmments directly 
connected with phase transitions or other unusual behavior 
in the properties of these metals, wruth emphasis being placed 
on data in the high temperature region in particular. The 
crystal structures of each are included in the description of 
the metals, and some .mention made of particularly unusual or 
interesting properties in the low temperature region. 
Lanthanum 
A review of the findings of many investigators on the ~ 
crystal structure of lanthanum has been given by Herrmann / 
(4p p. 13). Several found the room temperature form to be 
hexagonal close-packed~ while several others f ound only 
face-centered cubico Annealing above 350°C seemed t o favor 
formation of the cubic form. Herrmann {4 ~ p.47) reported 
the room temperature form of lanthanum as hexagonal close-
packed» but with the c0 dimension twice that found by others, 
that is» with a stacking sequence ABACe•• rather tha n the 
usual ABAB ••• o 
The melting point of lanthanum was given as 915 ~ 0 by 
Vogel and Heumann (5)~ who also reported a solid state trans-
formation at about 830~Co Massenhausen (6) » employing ther-
mal analysis on a slightly impure sample of lanthanum» gave 
the melting point as 863~CP but significantly also found a 
second thermal arrest at 812~Co More recent ly~ Vogel and 
Klose (7) found the melting point of a 9'7 per cent lanthanum 
sample at 865·c~ with a transformation at 775°Cp and a sec-
ond~ presumably the hexaional close-packed to a face-centered 
cubic transition~ at 300 - 350~Co Spedding and Daane (8) 
reported the melting point to be 920 ° 0~ and the temperature 
of the solid state transformation to be 868°Co 
~-
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The electrical resistivity of l2nthanum at low tempera-
tures was studied by many investigators~ since this metal was 
found to become superconducting below about 5eK (9 1 10). · 
Data on the resistivity in the higher temperature region, 
however, are more pertinent here.. ,Ja.eger, Bottema, and Rosen-
bohm (11), using 98o8 per cent lant:nanum with 1 per cent iron 
as an impurity. found anomalies indicated by their resistivi-
ty data at 42o• - 436•c, 560°C, and 709• - 7l5°Co These in-
vestigators also found specific heat anomalies at 548•c, -
655•c, and 709·c~ and concluded that this metal consisted, 
at any temperature 3 of a mixture of at least two of four pos-
sible allotropic phases .. herrmann (4. Pol20). who measured 
the electrical resistivity at high temperatures of a sample 
of quite pure lanthanum. found a considerable anomaly at 
86o• - 86s•c. Apparently corresponding to the high tempera-
ture transformation found by thermal analyses, this anomaly 
consisted of a sudden change in the resistivity by some 10 
per cent of its value at those temperatures, the higher 
temperature form having the greater resistivity. A second 
anomaly, found by the same au~hor 3 appeared as a hysteresis 
loop in the resistivity-temperature curve between 30o•c and 
45o•c. This effect was larger in the warming direction than 
in cooling1 and became progressively less pronounced with 
repeated cycling .. 
Previous dilatometric work wes done by Trombe and Foex 
(12) on a 99o2 per cent lanthanum rodo Their apparatus con-
sisted of a micro-Chevenard dilatometer, an optical-lever 
type.. The coefficient of l~near e?pansion was reported as · 
2 x 10-6 •c-1 at -195~0. 5o8 x 10-o •c-1 at room temperature, 
and over 7 x 10-6 •c-1 at 425°Co Above 65o•c, some softening 
of the sample occurredJ1 so tLnt tbe run could not be con-
tinued higher. A transition. with hysteresis. was noted be-
tween 150• C (on cooling) and 350 • C (on 1•rarming) o The higher 
temperature form was slightly more dense, its formation being 
marked by a decrease in volume of Ool9 per cento Barson, 
Legvold 1 and Spedding (13) performed measurements of the ex-
pansion of lanthanum at low tempera·cures and found th~ ex-
pansion coefficient to increase smoothly from 4 x lo-b •c-1 
at -175•c to 5 x 10-6 •c-1 at room temperature .. 
Bridgman (14) measured the volume compressibility of 
lanthanum at room temperature an.d found an abr·upt volume de-
crease of 0 .. 26 per cent at a pressure of 23.370 kg/cm2o The 
same investigator found a cusp in the electrical resistivity 
at about this pressure (15), the more dense form having the 
lower resistivity .. 
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Cerium 
Hel~rmann 1 s resume' of crystallographic work on cerium 
metal (4, p.l8) indicates that the stable form at room tem-
perature is face-centered cubic, although some authors have 
reported a mixture of hexagonal close-packed cerium along 
with this formo Under 15,000 atmospheres of pressure , still 
another modification appeared. Lawson and Tang (16) deter-
mined this to be face-centered cubic still, but with a re-
duced lattice parameter corresponding to a volume decrease 
of over 16 per cent from the normal form. Schuch and Stur-
divant (17) showed that this condensed form could also be 
obtained by cooling the cerium to low temperatures, their 
X-ray crystallographic study being made at -195•c. At the 
suggestion of Linus Pauling, these authors attributed the 
transition to the passage of a 4f electron to a 5d state. 
Studies of cerium in the low temperature range indica-
ted that the transition involves a hysteresis over a con-
siderable temperature interval, and is accompanied by large 
changes in other physical properties. 
Owen (18), for example, f ound a sudden decrease in the 
magnetic susceptibility below about -11o•c. Trombe (19) ob-
served the hysteresis of this phenomenon, the change in sus-
ceptibility occurring at -153•c on cooling and at about 
-lo6•c on warming. La Blanchetais (20) confirmed these re-
sults on cerium containing only Oe 005 per cent iron , showing 
that the phenomenon was apparently not connected with the 
presence of ferromagnetic material in the sample. 
A hysteresis loop similar to that described above was 
found in the electrical resistivity curve for cerium as re-
ported by Foex (21) and by James, Legvold, and Spedding (22). 
The Hall effect, as reported by Kevane, Legvold.i' and Sped-
ding (23)s showed a similar effect, as did t he atomic heat 
determin8tions of Parkinson, Simon, and Spedding (24). 
The dilatometric study of cerium by Trombe and F'oe~{ (12) 
showed a complex behaviour too. For me ta l which was quenched 
from high temperatures to room temperature, the low tempera-
ture study showed a 10 per cent volume contraction with the 
familiar hysteresis corresponding to the face-centered cubic 
to condensed face-centered cubic transitiono On the other 
hand, a slow cooling cycle from high temperatures to low 
temperatures and returning not only failed to produce the 
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strong contraction at low temperatures, but actually de-
creased by Oo7 per cent the room temperature density of the 
sample after cycling. The form of cerium metal so resulting 
was called by Trombe and Foex the ~ -state and apparently 
corresponds to the hexagonal close-packed form. The t? -state 
and the ~-state (their notation for the condensed face-
centered cubic) were found unable to transform from one to 
the other at low temperatures, but either could be formed by 
proper cooling from the d( -state (normal face-centered cubic) 
at elevated temperatures. The coefficient of expansion was -
described as being essentially the same as that of lanthanum, 
outside of the regions of transformation. 
Cerium also exhibits anomalous behaviour in the high 
temperature region, with some evidence of a strong effect 
of impurities in changing the temperatures of transitions. 
Loriers (25) employed differential thermal analysis to a sam-
ple of 99·.6 per cent cerium with an iron content of only 
0.005 per cent. He detected transition temperatures of 635•c, 
715•c, and 730•c, plus the melting point at 815•c. A sample 
containing 0.22 per cent iron showed transitions at 54o•c, 
71o•c, and 750•c. Loriers attributed the lower transforma-
tion temperatures reported by Vogel (26), Hanaman (27), and 
Jaeger, Bottema, and Rosenbohm (11) as being due to the pres-
ence of iron in their samples~ and concluded that the tran-
sition temperature is 64o•c in iron-free cerium, with prob-
ably several transitions between 6oo•c and the melting point. 
Ahmann (28) determined the melting point of cerium at 
793+5•c with a solid transformation at 703+lo•c. Spedding 
and-Daane (8) later reported the melting point as 8o4•c and 
the transformation temperature as 754ec. 
Herrmann's electrical resistivity measurements on cerium 
(4, p.l20) detected a sharp increase in resistivity at 726° -
733°C 1 the increase being some 8.5 per cent of the total re-
sistivity at that temperatureo 
A magnetic transformation, appearing as an 8 per cent 
decrease in the susceptibility on warming, was found by 
Gaume-Mahn (29) be~ween 670°C and 7l0°C. Her cerium sample 
contained only O.Q@Qv per cent iron and 0.4 per cent silicon. 
The addition of magnesium was seen to lower the transition 
temperature and decrease the effect of the transformation on 
the susceptibility. 
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The crystal structure of praseodymium at room tempera-
ture was found to be hexagonal close-packed by Rossi (30 , 31) 
and by James; Legvold; and Spedding (22), although the last · 
publication reported some face-centered praseodym ium as well. 
Klemm and Bommer (32) found the structure to be face-centered 
cubic; but later (33); with more pure material, reported only 
hexagonal close-packed. They noted some discrepancies exist-
ing in their diffraction pattern, however, and suggested that 
these might be removed by indexing the lines on the basis of 
a c0 lattice parameter double to that usedo Herrmann (4. p. 
47) recently verified this hexagonal form with the double c0 
dimension to be the stable room temperature form. 
There have been, to the author's knowledge, no solid 
phase transitions reported for praseodymium in the low tem-
perature region. although Parkinson, Simon • . and Spedding (24) 
did report an unexplained slight dip in the atomic heat at 
about -r(5°C., 
The only previous dilatometric work on praseodymium was 
by Barson. Legvold, and Spedding (13); and was in the region 
below room temperature. A slight anomalous increase in the 
coefficient of expansion below about -75°C wa§ ~oted, and 
the room temperature value given as 5o4 x lO-b c-1. 
In the high temperature region, a thermal arrest, appar-
ently due to a phase transition. was reported by Spedding and 
Daane (8) at 798°C. This was in addition to the melting point 
es found at 935°C. Johnson and others (34) employed their va-
por pressure apparatus to perform what was essentially a ther-
mal analys is of praseodymium, and determi.ned the melting point 
to be 9l9°Co Herrmann's electrical resistivity measurements 
(4, Pol20) showed a sharp increase in the resist1.vity by 5 .'7 
per cent at 789° - 795°C 1 corresponding to the high tempera-
ture solid transitiono 
Earlier mae;netic susceptibility measurements by La. 
Blanchetais (35) showed that a plot of the recipro0al suscep-
tibility as a function of the temperature did not quite obey 
the linear relationship predicted by the Curie-Weiss law, 
but curved smoothly away below such a line above 225 °Co Un-
fortunately, these measurements were carried no higher than 
797°C, at which temperature the metal reacted slightly with 
the fused silica tube in which it was conta.inedo No evidence 
of a phase transition at high temperatures was mentionedo 
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Neodymium 
The room temperature form of neodymium was reported by 
Quill (36)# Klemm and Bommer (32), and James, Legvold, and 
Spedding (22) to be hexagonal close-packed. In a later pa-
per, reporting on more pure metal, Klemm and Bommer (33) sug-
gested# as they did for praseodymium, that some few lines 
required a doubled c0 lattice parameter in order to be 
explained. Ellinger (37), Behrendt (38), and Herrmann 
(4, Po47) have all confirmed this suggestion in independent 
work. 
The high temperature work of Jaeger, Bottema, and Rosen-
bohm (11) included measurements of electrical resistivity, · 
specific heat, and thermal expansion. Their sample, however# 
was extremely inhomogeneous, showing large internal thermo-
electric effects. Several anomalies and large hysteresis 
were found, but the authors believed that a transition from 
hexagonal close-packed to face-centered cubic took place at 
about 508°C and that a second transition took place at about 
720°C. 
A dilatometric study of neodymium metal by Trombe and 
Foex (39) disclosed an anomaly at 600° - 65o•c which they 
associated with the hexagonal-cubic transformation mentioned 
by Jaeger, Bottema, and Rosenbohm. 6 Values given for the ex-pansion coeffiQient were 6.6 X 10- oc-1 between -195°C aod 
o•c 7.4 X lO-b •c-1 between 0°C and 200°C1 and 7o8 X lO-b 
oc-1 between 200°C and 4oo•c. Dilatometric work by Barson, 
Legvold, and Spedding (13) indicated no transitions in the 
low temperature region, and gave a room temperature expansion 
coefficient of 7ol x lO-b oc-1. 
The melting point of neodymium was found by Ahmann (28) 
to be 820+10°C, but rather large amounts ·or impurity were 
present in the form of 1 per cent magnesium and 0.5 per cent 
calcium. · No solid phase transformation was detected below 
the melting point. 
Spedding and Daane (8) reported the melting point to be 
1024•c and found a transformation at 868°C as wello Thermal 
analysis by Johnson and others (34), in connection with va-
por pressure studies, were in excellent agreement, indicating 
a melting point of 1019+2°C and a solid state transition 
temperature of 869+2°C.-
11 
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High temperature electrical resistivity measurements by-
Herrrnann (4, p~l20) also indicated a transformation at 861° -
863°Co No other transitions were found at lower temperatures. 
High temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements by 
Ba~es and others (40) showed no evidence of transitions from 
room temperature to 725@C 3 although the r•eoiprocal suscepti-
bility was found to be lower than the values predicted by 
the Curie-Weiss law from about 225°C upward. 
Gadolinium 
The crystal structure of gadolinium has been studied by 
Klemm and Bommer (32)~ Banisterp Legvold, and Spedding (41), 
and Herrmann (4, p.63J, all of whom found it to be hexagonal 
close-packed at room temperatureo The data of Banister, 
Legvold, and Spedding showed, in addition 6 that in studies · 
made down to -235°C this structure remained the stable form. 
Probably the most interesting of the physical properties 
of gadolinium is its ferromagnetism$ the Curie point being 
at about l6°C. This phenomenon was discovered by Urbain, 
Weiss, and Trombe (42) and later verified by Klemm and Bom-
mer (32) and Elliott, Legvold 3 and Spedding (43). A 
corresponding anomaly in the electrical resistivity near this 
point was found by Legvoldp Speddin~, Barson, and Elliott (44)o 
Griffel, Skochdopole, and Spedding (45) found that a sharp 
peak in the atomic heat curve also occurred in the region of 
the Cur•ie point, the entropy of magnetic order-disorder being 
sligh·tly less than the R ln 8 calculated for a spin of 7 /2o 
A dilatometric study of gadolinium by Trombe and Foex 
(46) disclosed a sharp bend in the expansion curve at about 
the Curie point. For about 150°C below the Curie po~ntp these 
investigators reported practically no expansion at all with 
changing temperature, that is 3 a zero coefficient of expan-
sion. Above the Curie point 1 the coefficient was reported as 
considerably greater 3 near to those of other rare earth met-
a ·Tz o A slight anomaly, with hysteresis» occurred at lOO"C 
to 200°Co Banister's X-ray crystallographic study below room 
temperature (41) indicated that the a0 axis decreased normal-
ly with decreasing temperature below 50°C 6 but that the c0 
axis increasedo From the relative magnitudes of these effects, 
Banister was able to estimate the ex~an~ion coefficient for 
a bulk specimen as roughly 1 x 10-b c- below room tempera-
tureo 
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Using a rolled sample of gadolinium metal, Barson, Leg-
veld, and Spedding (13) found the coefficient in this region 
13 
to be slightly decreased from the6room1temperature value, but 
still no lower than about 5 ·x 10- oc- o In view of Banister's 
findings on the anisotropy of this metal, it was believed 
that the rolling of the sample had produced a preferential 
orientation of the crystallites in the rodo This would ex-
plain, at least qualitatively, the differing results. 
Other than the dilatometric work of Trombe and Foex, 
there has been practically no high temperature work on gado-
linium. The melting point is known as approximately 1350°C 
from the work of Spedding and Daane (8), who recorded the 
temperature indicated by an optical pyrometer when the sam-
ple was observed to flow. Other than this, no high tempera-
ture anomaly has been reportedo 
Terbium 
There has been but little work done on terbium metal, 
doubtless due to its scarcity in pure formo 
Both Klemm and Bommer (32) and Herrmann (4, p.63) re-
ported the room temperature crystal structure to be hexagonal 
close-packedo Klemm and Bommer# in the same article, report-
ed the magnetic susceptibility to follow the Curie-Weiss law 
in the region immediately below room temperature, with a para-
magnetic Curie temperature of about -70°Co They did not 
actually find the metal to become ferromagnetic, however, at 
temperatures as low as -175°C. 
Recent unpublished work by Thoburn and others (47) 
seemed to indicate true ferromagnetism below about -40°C. 
The sample was impure and highly anisotropic, however, prob-
ably consisting of large grains, and this result is still 
somewhat tentativeo 
The melting point of terbium was reported by Spedding 
and Daane (8) as approximately 1400° - 1500°C. 
Dysprosium 
The crystal structure of dysprosium at room temperature 
was found to be hexagonal close~packed by Klemm and Bommer 
(32), Herrmann (4, Po63), and Banister, Legvold, and Spedding 
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(41). Tbe last authors reported this structure to be main-
tained as low as -235°Co 
The interesting region for this metal is that below the 
range covered in the present work., At low temperatures this 
metal has what is apparently an antiferromagnetic state be.;.. 
low -97°C and a truly ferromagnetic stat e below -180 °C (48# 
49). 
The dilatometric study of dysprosium by Trombe and Foex 
(50) disclosed a plateau, or region of zero expansion, im-
mediately below the temperature of the higher magnetic anom-
aly at about -97°C. Above this temperature, the expansion 
was perfectly smooth and gave no evidence of other transfor-
mations up to 300°C. The rgom temperature coefficient of 
expansion was about 8 x 10- oc-1. Expansion measurements 
by Barson~ Legvold, and Spedding (13) were in good agreement 
with the findings of Trombe and Foex in that region. Banis-
ter's X-ray analysis (41) showed that below about -100°C the 
c0 a~tis expanded with decreasing temperature# while the a 0 
axis contracted normally. From the values of the expansion 
of these a::1res., he estimated the macrQscoplc thermal expansion 
of a hulk sample to be about 9 x 10-b oc- above the magnetic 
anomaly and almost zero below. 
The measurement of magnetic susceptibility was extended 
into the high temperature region as well by Trombe (51)$ who 
found the Cur•ie-Weiss law obeyed up to a temperature above 
450°C, with no indieation of any high temperature enomalies., 
The melting point of dysprosium is approximately 1500°C, 
as determined by Spedding and Daane (8)o 
Erbium 
The only crystal structure reported f'or erbium 
hexagonal close~packedo This was found by McLennan 
man (52)~ Klemm and Bommer (32), Banisterp Legvold~ 
ding (41), and Herrmann (4., p.63), 
is also 
and Monk-
and Sped-
Erbium, like dysprosium, has a rather complex magnetic 
behaviour at low temperatures; becoming ferromagnetic below 
about -250°C, and probably antii'erromagnetic between tha.t 
temperature and about -195°C (53, 54), Anomalies of specific 
heat (55) and electrical resistivity (44) are associated with 
these magnetic transitions, 
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A dilatometric study of erbium by Barson1 Legvold, and 
Spedding (13) covered the range from -175°C to room tempera-
ture. No anomalies were found in that region, and the room 
temperature coefficient of expansion was reported to be -
9 x 10-6 oc-1. The X-ray analysis of erbium by Banister, 
Legvold, and Spedding (41) once more showed an anisotropy 
below the Curie point similar to that in gadolinium. 
Estimates of the expansion of a bulk sample of erbium from 
these data gave 10 x 10-b oc-1 above -175°C and about zero 
below that temperatureo 
Ytterbium 
Ytterbium$ unlike its nei~hbors in the periodic table, 
was found by Klemm and Bommer {32) and by Herrmann (4, p.53) 
to crystallize in the face-centered cubic form at room tem-
perature. Bommer (56) pointed out the striking increase in 
atomic radius of this metal, as well as europium and to some 
extent samarium, over the others in the rare earth series. 
These elements tend to have radii corresponding to divalent 
metals, a valency state which they often assume in compound 
formation a 
Bridgman (57), in performing high pressure measurements, 
found an extreme effect upon the electrical resistivity of 
this metal, that property increasing rapidly with pressure to 
a maximum some ·thirteen times its normal value at a pres-
sure of 50 1 000 kg/cm2o Above about 60,000 kg/cm2, however, 
the resistivity suddenly decreased to a value less than its 
normal one, where it remained relatively constant under fur-
ther increases of pressureo The compressibility measure-
ments were not made to pressures high enough to include the 
anomalous range, but indicated a compressibility some two to 
three times as great as that of other members of the rare 
earth series. 
A thermal analysis of this metal by Spedding and Daane 
(8) determined the melting point to be at 824°C, and also 
disclosed a -second thermal arrest at 798°C. 
APPARATUS 
A schematic diagram of the equipment used in the present 
investigation is shown in Figure lo The apparatus resembled 
a fused-quartz tube and dial-indicator dilatometer in which 
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the dial-indicator was replaced by a~ interferometer for in-
creased sensitivity. Provision was made for heating -the sam-
ple under an inert atmosphere of purified helium gas, and 
the progress of each experimental run was recorded continu-
ously on an automatic strip chart recordero A detailed 
description of the various components and their operation 
follows. 
Description of Components 
Sample Holder and Interferometer 
The sample holder and interferometer; which together 
made up the working parts of the dilatometer, are shown in 
Figure 2. _ · · · : 
The sample holder consisted of a fused silica tube 
with a sealed conical bottom on which the metal. saJl~p.le rested. 
The sample was in the form of a rod some 5cm lbnsand o.66m 
in diameter. Resting in turn upon the sample was a fus·ed 
silica rod topped by an aluminum adaptor for supporting· the 
lower optical flat. The upper optical flat, as shown in the 
figure, was supported by three steel adjusting screws which 
were essentially fixed rigidly to the silica tube. Thus, 
any change in length of the sample appeared as a motion of 
the fused silica rod relative to the surrounding tdb~ and was 
transmitted as a relative motion of the two ·optical rlats. 
In order to measure quantitatively the relative motion, 
the optical flats were illuminated with monochromatic light 
and adjusted nearly to parallelism. Small windows permitted 
the operator to see the separation of the flats as an aid in 
their adjustment. When they were properly adjusted, there 
appeared slightly curved interference fringes which moved one 
way or the other, depending upon whether the sample expanded 
or contracted. The analysis is identical to that of local-
ized fringes produced in the Michelson interferometer (see 
Jenkins and White (58) for example), and indicates that one 
fringe will pass some fixed point whenever the distance be-
tween the optical flats changes by one-half the wave length 
of the monochromatic light used. In the present case, the 
light source employed was a mercury arc lamp with a narrow 
band filter which passed the mercury green line of. wave 
length 5460.7 A. 
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It was» of course, important to prevent heating of · the 
interferometer as the furnace temperature was increased. 
Convection within the sample holder was minimized by a close 
fit between the silica rod and tubep convection outside of 
the sample holder was minimized by a tight plug in the bot-
tom of the furnace and a loosely fitting one at its top. A 
water jacket at the top of the silica tube also helped to 
cool the interferometer» as well as to prevent a wax · seal 
at this point from softening. With this arrangement, the 
interferometer was kept always at room temperature and the 
sample always at the temperature of the center of the fur-
nace. The temperature gradient, then, occurred entirely 
along the silica rod and tube. Since these were of the same 
material, their expansions just canceled» and the motion 
transmitted to the optical flats was due only to the expan-
sion of the sample itself, less the expansion of an equal 
length of silica corresponding.to the tube around the sam-
ple. Since this part of the tube was always at the same , 
temperature as the sample, and since the expansion of fused 
silica is well known and quite small, a correction for this 
could readily be made. 
It might be pointed out that the use of steel adjusting 
screws to support the upper optical flat, and an aluminum 
adaptor to support the lower one, was a deliberate choice of 
materials to minimize the effect of changes of room tempera-
ture. Since the expansion of aluminum is appreciably larger . 
than that of steel, the lengths of these two materials could · 
be adjusted to compensate each other9 assuming only that they 
remained at a common temperatureo Since these were all en-
closed in the same helium atmosphere 9 this assumption was con-
sidered to be a good one$ it seemed to be, in fact, when the 
room temperature was deliberately changed over a small range. 
A small key and keyway, indicated on the diagram, pre-
vented the lower optical flat from rotating. A close but 
free fit of the adaptor supporting the lower flat prevented 
excessive wobbling or tilting of this part of the interferom-
eter. To insure a stable positioning of the upper oPtical 
flat, the three adjusting screws were seated respectively in 
a V-groove, a conical hole, and a flat surface, all machined 
in the holder for the upper optical flat. With these pre-
cautions, the apparatus was stable to all but rather severe jarring of the equipment, and was not disturbed by the usual 
vibrations in the building. 
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Inert Atmosohere 
- =en ~ ~-
Since the rare earth metals are extremely reactive, par-
ticularly at elevated t emperatures. it was necessary t o main-
tain either a vacuum or an inert atmosphere about them at -
all times during the run. The use of a helium atmo sphere, 
rather than a vacuum~ was chosen partly to maintain thermal 
equilibrium between the fused silica rod and tube along their 
lengths~ and partly to minimize vaporization of the several 
rare earth samples whose volatilities are high at e l evated 
temperatures., 
The scheme for purifying the helium gas used is indi-
cated in the diagram of equipment previously s hown in Figure 1. 
With the sample furnace still cold, the equipment was evacu-
ated with the mechanical pump, flushed with helium gas, and 
evacuated to a high degree with an oil diffusion pump.. The 
getter furnace, packed with alternate layers of pyrex wool 
and tur•nings of a 90 per cent calc ium - 10 per cent magnesium 
alloy, was then heated to 500°C to out ga s o When a good vacu-
um was obtained once more~ the temperature of the furnace was 
reduced to 400 °C where it remained during the ent ire run. The 
s:y·stem was then closed off from the pumps and fill ed with 
helium gas, which flowed in over the hot gett er.. With the 
helium gas at approximately atmospheric pressure, the system, 
including the getter furna ce~ was sealed off. With such an 
isolat ed system. the ga s density remained constant at all 
times, so that even if the t emperature and pressure varied 
slightly, the refractive index of the gas was unchanged. 
Hence; no error was introduced in the results due t o changes 
in the wavelength of the monochromatic light .. 
A further precautionp necessary to protect bot;h sample 
and equipment, was t o prevent the metal from re~eting with 
the fus ed silica. a reaction which proceeds very r eadily at 
high temperatures. Thin tantalum foil was wrapped around 
the f:!.ample and discs of t his f oi l fastened to each of' its 
ends; thus preventing any direct contact of the rare earth 
metal with the fus ed silica o 
Thermometer 
. - . 
To measure the temperature of the sample during the runs, 
a chromel-alumel thermocouple was ·employed» using a calibra-
tion from the manufacturer.. Calibration points were supplied 
at 500 °F1 l000°F, 1600°F; and 2000 °F; or over an interval up 
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to almost 1100°C. In the range covered by the present in. 
vestigation, up to about 950°C, the deviation of the thermo-
couple readings from the standard tables at the calibration 
points was less than 40~v, or about a degree. 
The thermocouple was secured to the outside of the 
fused silica sample holder tube at a point near the center of 
the sample length. This placement outside of the sample hold-
er was made necessary first because chromel-alumel thermo- · 
couples are calibrated to be used in oxidizing atmospheres, 
and second because vapor from the more volatile rare earth 
metals may react with the thermocouple materials very readi-
ly at high temperatures. In order that the thermocouple 
might more nearly read the true temperature of the sample at 
all times, both the thermocouple and the sample holder were 
wrapped together with a small amount of "Refrasiln quartz 
fiber insulation. It is believed that this permitted the 
thermocouple to "see" the sample more readily than the fur-
nace .. 
In order to check the difference between the true sam-
ple temperature and the temperature indicated by the thermo-
couple placed outside of the sample holder as indicated above, 
a preliminary experiment was performed. A small length of 
steel tubing was inserted in place of the sample, and a se-
cond thermocouple junction placed inside of this tubing. 
This thermocouple was connected in opposition to the outer 
one as a difference thermocouple, and the furnace was warmed 
and cooled at rates identical to those employed in gathering 
the data on the rare earths. This permitted the direct 
reading of the correction required at any point in the course 
of a run. Furthermore, by raising and lowering the inner 
thermocouple slightly, one could estimate the magnitude of 
the temperature gradient existing along the sample. 
It was determined that the maximum temperature differ-
ence between any two points on the sample was probably no 
more than 4°C 1 and this much only at the very highest tem-
peratures attained during the runs. Over most of' the range 
it was less than 2°C. 
The difference between the mean sample temperature, as 
estimated from the temperature gradients measured above, and 
the thermocouple reading outside of the silica tube was found 
to be of the same order of magnitude. It varied smoothly 
and almost linearly from zero at room temperature to about 
4°C at the highest temperature reached. In using the thermo-
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couplep e. corl"'eotlon was made f'or both this error due to the 
thermocouple pJ.e.cement and !'or the c~liorat ion £S fur'nished 
by the manu~aaturero It is estimated that the tempe~atures 
so indicated represented the true sample temperature to about 
+ 2°C1 and, since the corrections varied smoothly with tem-
perature.? th(tt temperature differences over a limited range 
could be determined consider~bly more ~cauretely than thiso 
Recorder System 
In order to record the results of the experimental work 
continuously» both the thermocouple reading and the motion 
of the interferen0e fringes had to be recordedo The 
ins t r•umen"t used in this work w~s a Bristol 1~Dynamastern two-
pen recording potentiometero Full-scale deflection for each 
pen was 3 mv . a span which could be traversed by either pen 
in 2 seconds., The instrument au'tornatica1ly ste.ndardized it-
self ageinst a standard voltage reference cell at 15-minute 
in-tervalsJ) and the m:=~ufacturer claimed an t~ccura0y of 0 ., 1 
per cen·c of the f'ull scale ret::dingJ) although this lr~st seemed 
rcther do:.btf'ul to the author., 
A full-scale reading of 2 mv was desirable in order to 
give sufficient sensitivity in the thermocouple re~dings • 
.Since the thermocouple readings went as high as 40 mvJ) how-
6Ver"' some revision in the circuitry was obviously necessary . 
Tbe meth·od used to expand the range of the recorder was 
a mcdit'ication of the met;hod of Cbio'cti (59) P E..nd is shown 
in Figure 3.. It "'Onsisted in pa.r•t of' a regulated volt;age 
supply in series with twenty-four 10 -ohm p:x:ecision resistors 
and a helipot with wh:lch t;o control the voltage dr'op acr'oss 
these resistorso This voltage drop was monitored manually 
with a Rubicon B precision potentiometer and mainte.ined ;s;t a 
total voltage of 47 ., 1 mvJ) or lo96 mv aorosa each 10-ohm re-
sistor . 
A microswi tch on the upper end of the J."'e'-~order span was 
closed by the pen as it rear;ted the upper limit of ';:;he scale o 
This microswita~ actuated a stepping switch that placed one 
of the 10-ohm resistors into the thermocouple circuit with 
i ts lo96 mv opposed to the thermocouple vcitsge. This almost 
enti!•ely balanced out the ther•mocouple V-C~ltage.~~ rJed.ucing the 
net voltage applied to the instrument almost to :Gero and 
starting the pen over again at the bottom of the epano As 
the pen (-).gain advanced to the t;op or the sco1le"' :;: second vol-
t age was switched in automtd.ti0a lJ.y, nr.d so o~o 
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In the event that the stepping switch might be more than 
one step F.n~1ay from the correct setting, such as in turning on 
the equipment, it would be necessary to pulse the stepping 
switch repeatedly in order to bring it to the proper position. 
Hence, it was necessary to install an interrupter, such ·as is 
shown in Figure 3, into the microswitch circuito The val- --
ues of the condensers and resistors were such that the step-
ping switch was pulsed at approximately one-·second intervals -
until the proper setting was reached and the recorder pen re-
turned to the bottom or middle of the scale. 
Actually; only half of the ci.rcuit is shown in Figure 3, 
si~ce an identical circuit was used with a microswitch at 
the i:>ottom 0f the recor-der scale to advance the stepping switch 
in the opposite direction. The instrument eould then be 
used in either the warming or the cooling direction. A 
series of pilot lights on the control panel indicated to · the 
operator the position of the stepping switch at any time, so 
·t;ha.t the actual thermocouple voltage could be calculated 
from the recorder reading et that time. 
The second pen of the two-pen recorder was used to in-
dicate th~ passage of interference fringes caused by changes 
in length of the sample. In Figure 2 1 showing the de'cai ls 
of the interferometer, a lens was indica'i:ied _above the opti-
cal flatso This lens focused an image of the interference 
fringes onto the plane of the cover of this equipment 1 where 
part of the light reached a photomultiplier tube through a 
small aperture. Since the aperture was small compared to 
the width of the fringes 1 the photomultiplier tube 11 saw" 
sinusoidal variations in light intensity as the fringes 
moved past. A somewhat similar scheme for counting fringes 
has been used in the Fizeau~Pulfrioh dilatometer by Work (60) 1 
Peck and Obetz (61), and others. 
Figure ).J. shows the circuit diagram for the photomul ti-
plier tube. The variation of light intensity i':r•om the 
fringes appea!'ed as a variation in plate current of the Jcube 
and, hence 1 as a variation of voltage across the l megohm 
resistor in the plate circuito Such a variation ~n voltage 
was suitable to apply to the recorder. It was convenient, 
however, to use the 100 K potentiometer indicated in the fig-
ure as a voltage divider to contl"'Ol the amplitude oi' the sig-
nal. rrhe regulated voltage supply and pot;ent;iometer made it 
possible to buck out much of the doc. part of the signal and 
center the sinusoidal aoco component on the recorder chart. 
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Each cycle of this a.c. component represented the passage of 
one interference fringep or a change in separation of the 
optical flats of 2730 .4 A, a half-wavelength of the mercury 
green line used to illuminate the flats. 
To illustrate the type of record obta ined, a sample 
strip of chart, reduced to about one-half sizep is shown in 
Figure 5. This particular section of chart was actually 
taken from one of the lanthanum runs in this investigation. 
It is especially interesting since it includes a transition 
in which the sample, originally expanding with increasing 
temperature, changed direction and contracted sharply over a 
short range, then reversed once more and expanded in a nor-
mal fashion. The points of reversal are clearly evident 
toward both ends of the section of chart shown. Thus, while 
the direction of motion of the optical flats is not obvious 
from the fringe pattern at any time, reversals are usually 
readily apparent. In regions of transition, or at any time 
of doubt, the operator can remove the photomultiplier tube 
from the apparatus, examine the fringes visually, and infer 
the direction of motion of the optical flats from the ob-
served fringe motion. The optical flats being very nearly 
parallel, the fringes appear curved or a ctually circular. 
If the fringe motion is one of expanding circles, this indi-
cates that the separation of the optical flats i~ increasing, 
or that the sample is contracting. Conversely, contracting 
circular fringes indicate that the sample is expanding. 
Furnace Control 
With the above provisions for recording both tempera-
ture and fringe count continuously, there remained only the 
need for a mechanical temperature control to make the dila-
tometer completely automatic. 
Slow rates of heating and cooling were essential to in-
sure an approximation of equilibrium conditions. Freliminary 
work showed that the most favorable method seemed to be that 
of advancing the furnace setting in discrete steps and allow-
ing time between for the sample, thermocouple, and sample 
holder to approach equilibrium. 
The device used to achieve this end was simply a motor-
driven powerstat, the motor being turned on for• a short time 
once in each hour by a clockwork mechanism. The amount of 
the advance each hour was slightly over a volt, or enough to 
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increase the furnace temperature by about 25°C to 30°C in 
that time. Readings were taken from the chart record at the 
end of each hourJ just prior to a new change in furnace set-
ting} when the temperature of the furnace was changing very 
slowly. The time axis on the chart made it possible to de-
termine the proper points for taking the data without giving 
the equipment constant attention throughout the run. 
The motor used to drive the powerstat was a reversing 
type, geared down to a very slow rate of rotation. When the 
maximum desired temperatures had been attained, the operator 
had only to reverse the direction of the motor for the fur-
nace to be cooled in discrete steps at much the same rate as 
it had warmed. 
Evaluation of Performance 
Trial Measurement of Copper 
In order to test the operation of the dilatometer, a 
sample of 99.999 per cent copper was run in the equipment in 
exactly the manner of operation used with the rare earth met-
als. The sample was of comparable size and was protected by 
tantalum foil, even though this was not strictly necessary 
in the case of a metal such as copper. 
The thermal expansion of this sample, reduced to unit 
length, is shown in Figure 6. The slight correction for the 
length of fused silica surrounding the sample has been made. 
In this calculation, and in all subsequent calculations on 
the rare earth metals, the expansion data for silica were ob-
tained from the results of Saunders (62) at the National 
Bureau of Standards. 
It may be notic~j that the slope of the curve of Figure 
6 · 1 dL h. h · tl th ff. · t f · f 1s --- --- w 1c 1s exac y e coe 1c1en o expans1on o 
L0 dt 
the metal. Hence, to determine the expansion coefficient of 
the copper, and in fact of the rare earth metals as well in 
analyzing those results, one has only to plot the expansion 
curve to a large scale and differentiate it graphically. 
The data for copper, as here determined, were so treated 
to give the expansion coefficient as a function of tempera-
ture between room temperature and about 900°C. In order to 
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compare these results with those of other investigators# the 
present va],ues and the dr-~ta reported in the literature 
are plotted together in Figure 1o The scale is deliberately 
large in order to exaggerate the differences and the scatter-
ing of points. It is seen that the results of the present 
investigation are in satisfactory agreement with the values 
reported by Esser and Eusterbrook (63). Dittenberger · and 
Gehrcke (64), Nix and MacNair (65), and Henning (66), but are 
in rather poor agreement with the results of Rosenbohn (67), 
Uffelman (68)~ and Eucken (69)o It may be noted that the 
warming run of the present work gave results which were ap-
parently slightly low over part of the range. It was found 
in later work that this was generally true for the rare 
earths as well, usually to a much greater degree, but that 
following the first warming run the results became reproduci-
ble. This was probably due to an annealing of the sample, 
or perhaps to a relaxation of slight strains in the thin tan-
talum discs on the ends of the sample. At any rate, the re-
sults of the first warming run were generally discarded in 
subsequent ·work. 
In view of the rather large discrepancy among some of 
the results reported in the literature. even for a well-
behaved metal such as copper. it is felt that the results of 
the present worl:: on copper were sufficient to verify the ac-
curacy of the equipment, at least to within the _imits 
achieved by other investigatorso 
It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of the instru-
ment quantitatively, since many small effects which may in-
troduce error are difficult to measureo 
The calculations involved only the original length of 
the sample, the number of fringes which had passed., and the 
temperature. The sample length could be measured to much 
less than 0.1 per cento A slight correction was made for the 
tantalum foil on the ends of the sample. even though the 
thickness of both discs together amounted to only about 0.1 
per cent of the sample lengtho The number of fr:tnges in any 
temperature interval could be read from the chart with an 
accuracy of about a tenth of a fringe or better if the count 
v>:Gre marked at the peak of a fringeJ) these peaks being quite 
sharp. It is believed that a temperature interval of about 
30°C could be measured to at least + Oo3°C• and probably bet-
ter, provided the operator monitorea the calibration of the 
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circuitry for expanding the scale of the recorder. In a tem-
per•a:cure range of this size perhaps fifty fringes would be 
counted for a typical rare earth metal. Thus, one would be 
led to estimate that the coefficient of expansion could be 
determined to about one per cent or slightly more over a 
range of 30°C. This was about the span between readings un-
der normal operating conditionso 
Actually, the data were not this precise, as was indi-
cated by the scattering of points about the ·curves and the 
lack of reproducibility to this high degree. It seems like-
ly, however6 that the sl;ightest amount of strain or binding 
in the moving parts of the equipment would be sufficient to 
e~•ceed the stringent requirements for this amount of accuracy. 
It is possible that the amount of freedom required by the 
moving parts in order to minirtfize such binding was enough to 
permit a very slight tilting of one optical flat relative to 
the other. This would have the effect of changing the densi-
ty of the interference fringes, that is, the distance between 
the maxima and minima, and would cause additional fringes to 
cross the field and be counted. It is also possible that the 
effect on the apparatus due to small changes in room tempera-
ture was not completely eliminated. All of these effects 
are probably quite small. Although it is difficult to esti-
mate them quantitatively, they seem adequate to explain the 
failure to achieve the high precision indicated by the esti-
mate of error involved in reading the instruments. 
Since the data were not precise enough to calculate the 
coefficient directly within 1 per cent in these intervals, 
the expansion curve was differ~ntiated graphically· from a 
curve drawn through the pointso Since the points did not de-
viate much from a smooth curve, as will be seen in the fig-
ures to be presented, it is believed that little error arose 
from the differentiation process itselfo 
In addition to the effects mentioned above, it seems 
likely that the expansion of 'Ghe sample itself may actually 
not be as smooth and regular as one would lilce 'Go see in an 
ideal graph. This would particularly be suspected in the 
high temperature range, wher•e diffusion, crystal growth, and 
the introduction of lattice defects ffiBY become appreciable. 
In v~ew of the result~ obtained with copper relative to 
the values reported in the literature, and judging from the 
degree of reproducibility and scatter of points in the subse-
quent runs on rare earth metals, it is the author 1s opinion 
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that an accuracy of about+ Oo2 x lo-6 oc-1 in the values ·of 
the expansion coefficients-reported is a reasonable claim. 
This is approximately a two per cent probable error in the co-
efficient of expansionp although it is believed that the total 
change in length of the sample over the entire run was meas-
ured with an accuracy of better than one per cento 
MATERIALS TESTED 
Preparation 
The separation of rare earths has long been a difficult 
problem» due to their close chemical similarityo The salts 
used to produce the metal samples for this investigation were 
separated and purified by the ion-exchange process described 
by Spedding and others (70, 7l)o To produce compact metallic 
samples, the fluorides of the various metals, with the ex- · 
ception of ytterbium, were bomb reduced with calcium metal. 
This technique, which gives excellent yields, was devised by 
Spedding and Daane (72, 73)o Following the reduction, the 
metals were vacuum cast to distill off the excess calcium re-
mainingo In the case of ytterbium, it was found that calcium ' 
did not reduce the ion to the metallic state, so that another 
method had to be foundo A successful reduction was performed 
by Daane, Dennison, and Spedding (74) by reacting metallic 
lanthanum with ytterbium oxide to yield metallic ytterbium, 
lanthanum oxide 8 and some excess lanthanum. Since the vapor 
pressure of ytterbium metal is considerably greater than that 
of lanthanum or its oxide, it was possible to distill off 
practically pure ytterbium metal from the resulting mixture. 
Following the purification of these metals, they were 
recast into rods slightly larger than the size required, and 
then turned to shape in a latheo The finished samples were in 
all cases a rod some 5cm long by Oo6cm in diameter. All 
casting of these metals, including the reduction and 
purification processes, was done in tantalum crucibles, a 
material which does not react appreciably with the rare earth 
metals except at very high temperatureso 
Purity 
It .is, of coursea desirable to have samples of the high-
est possible purity in conducting any experimental measure-
mentso However, this is often rather a difficult thing to 
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attain with rare earth metalso Fortunately 6 as Nix and Mae• 
Nair pointed out (65) 6 a small amount of impurities plays a 
minor role in the thermal expansion of non-ferromagnetic 
metals, and even in the case of ferromagnetic metals the "ef-
fect is small except in the region about the Curie point. 
In this range, howeverp the effect may be very large. 
In the present investigation, small amounts of metal 
from the final castings were examined to find the impurity 
content of each sampleo These were analyzed chemically for 
carbon and nitrogen, and also spectroscopically for other 
impurities. The results of these analyses are reported below, 
except in the cases of cerium, gadolinium, and terbium. 
These analyses, unfortunately, were not completed at the 
time of writing and could not be included. 
The gadolinium sample, however, was taken from the mas-
sive block of metal used for heat capacity measurements by ·· 
Griffel, Skochdopole, and Spedding (45). These authors re~ 
ported impurities as follows for the gadolinium: tantalum, 
less than 0.3 per cent; calcium, less than 0.04 per cent, 
and silicon, iron, and magnesium all less than 0.01 per cent. 
No other rare earth metals were detected. Presumably the 
gadolinium sample used in the present work would have about 
the same analysis, with possibly some additional tantalum 
and nitrogen resulting from the recasting process. The over~ 
all sample purity was probably about 99.5 per cent or better. 
The cerium and terbium samples would probably have an im-
purity content comparable to the following analyses for the 
remaining samples. 
The lanthanum sample was a particularly pure one, ap-
proximately 99.9 per cent pure. The analysis showed it to 
contain 175 parts per million (ppm) of carbon, 400 ppm of ni-
trogen, and 0.04 per cent of calcium. The following elements 
were not detected spectroscopically: aluminum, beryllium, 
selenium, tantalum 6 yttrium, and all other rare earth metals. 
The praseodymium sample had an analysis showing it to 
contain 309 ppm of carbon and 470 ppm of nitrogen. Rather 
a high percentage of neodymium, about 0 .2 per cent, was also 
found. In addition there was less than 0.1 per cent cerium, 
0.03 per cent tantalum, 0.03 per cent silicon, 0.01 per cent 
lanthanum, and 0.006 per cent iron. By difference, the sam-
ple .purity was about 99.5 per cent. 
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The neodymium sample was about 99.7 per cent pure# con-
taining less than 0 .08 per cent praseodymium1 0.06 per cent 
samarium, 0.01 per cent calcium, 0.025 per cent ·silicon, 
0.05 per cent tantalum, and 0.006 per cent iron. The carbon 
content was reported as 175 ppm, and the nitrogen 600 ppm. 
Lanthanum and cerium were not detected. 
A rather impure dysprosium sample was used in the pre-
sent work~ since the analysis indicated it to be only about 
99.0 per cent. A high percentage of tantalum was present 1 
about 0.5 per cent. Possibly it had been heated to too high 
a temperature at some time in its production while in a tan-
talum crucible. In addition it was contaminated with about 
0.2 per cent of calcium, and no more than the following 
amounts of impurities: terbium, 0.1 per cent; holmium, 0.05 
per cent; erbium, 0.02 per centJ iron1 0.005 per cent; and 
silicon1 0.02 per cen.t. Gadolinium was not . detected, but 
95 ppm of carbon and 30 ppm of nitrogen were. 
A relatively pure sample of erbium was -procured for this 
work, containing about 0.07 per cent calciu~ and 0.03 per 
cent iron. In addition there was no more than 0.005 per cent 
dysprosium, 0.01 per cent holmium, 0.04 per cent silicon1 
0.002 per cent thulium, and 0.01 per cent ytterbium. The car-
bon content was 95 ppm and the nitrogen content was 30 ppm. 
The purity of the sample was thus about 99.8 per cent. 
The ytterbium sample contained 645 ppm of carbon and 100 
ppm of nitrogen. The largest metallic impurity was calcium 1 
in t he amount of 0.5 per cent. There was also present about 
0.05 per 6ent each ot iron and silicon, and less than 0.01 
per cent erbium1 0.005 per cent lutetium1 0.03 per cent 
tantalum, and 0.01 per cent thulium. A trace of copper also 
was detected1 and the purity of the sample, by difference, 
was estimated as about 99.3 per cent. 
RESULTS 
Lanthanum 
The expansion of lanthanum, as determined in the first 
trial, is shown in Figure 8. The most notable feature of 
this study was the transition at moderate temperatures with 
considerable hysteresis. This tra~sformation corresponds 
to the hexagonal close-packed to face-centered cubic transi-
tion, the hexagonal form being stable at lower temperatures. 
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It was centered at about 310°C in the warming direction and 
was fairly abrupt 0 going almost to completion within a range 
of 20°C. In the cooling direction, the transition occurred 
largely between 200°C and 240°C but was sluggish and incom-
plete, 'probably due to the lower• temperature. The decrease 
in length accompanying this transformation was about 0.1 per 
cent of the total length, in the warming run, or, assuming 
an isotropic sample 9 about 0.3 per cent by volume. In the 
cooling direction, the volume change was only about half as 
great 9 indicating that some face-centered cubic lanthanum 
was probably still present . at room temperature following . the ... 
run. 
The present results are in fairly good agreement with 
the work of Trombe and Foex (12) who found a hysteresis loop 
in the expansion curve between 150°C and 350°C. These in- · 
vestigators reported only a 0.19 per cent change in volume, 
however. It might also be recalled that Bridgman (14) · 
detected an abrupt volume change of 0.26 per cent at high 
pres.sures, a value close enough to that found here to suggest 
that the transformations are the same in both cases. 
A second unusual feature of the expansion curve as here 
measured was the softening at higher temperatures, the sample 
ta~~ng on a permanent decrease in length. In a second run on 
lanthanum, shown in Figure 99 the sample was warmed to a high-
er temperature than in the first run, with the result that 
the sample became so soft as to be deformed by the very small 
weight which it supported, that of the fused silica rod and 
lower optical flat. The temperature of this occurrence was 
still about 60°C below the reported melting point. 
It was unfortunate that this effect made it impossible 
to take usable data through the anticipated high temperature 
transition as detected by electrical resistivity and thermal 
analyses .. 
It might be noticed that the lower temperature trans-
formation in the second run was marked by a volume change of 
only about 0~2 per cent, considerably less than in the first 
run, and indicating once more that a mixture of more than one 
cryst~lline form was probably present. 
The coefficient of expansion of lanthanum is shown ig 
Figure 10. .The room temperature value. of about 4.8 x 10-
oc-1 is in good agreement w.ith previous work done by Barson, 
Legvold, and Soedding (13), but is somewhat lower than the 
5.8 x l0-6 °C-2 reported by Trombe and Foex (12)o 
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Cerium 
The coefficient of expansion of cerium is shown in Fig· 
ure 11. Once more at the high temperature end there is con-
siderable creep of the metalo Other determinations to higher 
temperatures showed an extreme flo\'/ similar to that{ in lat)-
thanum,. so that once more it we.s not possible to include the 
region of the high temperature anomaly reported in other 
studies. 
Below about 200°C 1 cerium showed a negative curvature, 
that is, a decreasing slope, which is unusual for metals. 
This effect is better shown in Figure 12, where the expansion 
coefficient is seen to increase below 200"C. Reproducibility 
was good except in the regions near room temperature and at 
very high temperatures. 
It is believed that ·· the ·increase in the expansion coef-
ficient near room temperature was due to the onset of the 
transition between the normal face-centered cubic and the 
condensed form. Although this transformation is largely a 
low temperature effect, there is evidence in other properties 
too that it probably "tails offn to high temperatures to some 
extent. The room temperature coefficient of expansion was 
about 8.5 X lO-b oc-1, although in the absence of the anoma-
lous behaviour in this region, it might have been about 5.5 
x lo-6 oc-1, a value nearer to that of the neighboring rare 
eal"'th r11etals o 
Praseodymium 
In the case of praseodymium it was finally possible to 
carry the experimental work through the range of the high 
temperature transition. Once again considerable creep oc-
curred at the highest part of the run, but with the transi-
tion about 14o•c below the melting point, this effect was 
not so great as to prevent the measurements fro~ being made. 
The results are shown in Figure 13o 
The high temperature anomaly is an extremely small one, 
so small, in fact, that the creep was sufficient t o mask it 
almost completely in the warming directiono In the cooling 
runs, however, since the creep added to the thermal expansiOn 
rather than opposed it, the change in volume due to the trans-
formation was readily observable. As found here, the anomaly 
occurred at 790° - 793°C, and involved a change in volume of 
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only 0.1 per cent. This transition temperature agrees well · 
with the 790° - 795°C reported by Herrmann (4) for the anoma-
ly in electrical resistivity, and with the plateau in the · 
cooling curve at 798•c as reported by Spedding and Daane (8). 
The effect is consistent with the general rule that transfor-
mations involving a volume increase are accompanied by an in-
crease in electrical resistivityo It is rather surprising, 
however, that the dilatometric effect is so slight when the 
effects on resistivity and on the cooling curves are so great• 
The coefficient of expansion of praseodymium is shown 
in Figure 14. The disagreement at high temperatures between 
the cooling and warming runs is simply the result of the 
creep which occu~red iri this region. The room temperature . 
value, 4.2 x lO-b •c-1, is considerably less than the value _ 
previousl~ found by Barson, Legvold, and Spedding (13), about 
5.4 X lO-b oc-1. 
Neodymium 
Neodymium, whose high temperature transformation had 
been reported over 150°C below its melting ~oint, offered 
another opportunity to make dilatometric measurements which 
would include this interesting region. The results of these 
measurements, shown in Figure 15 1 were similar to the results 
with praseodymium. 
The temperature of the anomaly was about 867° y 2°C, 
which agreed well with the thermal arrest found at '8'68°C by 
Spedding and Daane (8) and the anomaly of electrical resis-
tivity at 861° - 863°C found by Herrmann (4)o As with pra-
seodymium, only a small volume change occurred.!? about Ool 
per cent. 
There was no evidence of an anomaly in the region 6oo•c 
to 650°C as reported by Trombe and Foex (39) in their dil-
atometric study. unless this corresponded to the anomaly 
found so much higher in the present worko From a comparison 
of the nature of these anomalies, howeverp this seemed 
doubtfulo 
The expansion coefficient of neodymium is shown in 
Figure 16. The reproducibility was rather good even at 
higher temperatures, since the amount of softening was not 
too great below about 850°Co A slight rise in the coefficient 
above about 65o•c seemed to be fair•ly general for the higher 
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melting rare earths in which this range could be covered. 
The room temperature coefficient of expansion was found to be 
about 6.3 X lQ-6 °C-l( Which is in only fair agreement With 
Trombe and Foex•s (39J value of about 7 x lO-b oc-1 and Bar-
son, Legvold, and Spedding's (13) value of 7.1 x 10-b oc-1. 
Gadolinium 
Since the Curie point of gadolinium is only slightly be-
low room temperature, it was very desirable to try to include 
this range, as well as the high temperature region, in the 
investigation. With a plug in the bottom~.of the furnace, the 
power was left turned off and some liquid nitrogen poured in-
to the furnace tube to cool it. The temperature was allowed 
to rise normally until the rate of warming became inconvenient-
ly slow, and then the furnace was turned on to increase the 
temperature more rapidly. The temperature control was poor 
by this method, the rate of warming being very rapid below 
-100°C especially. Since the equipment was not properly test-
ed and calibrated in this range either, the results can only 
be claimed as semi-quantitative. It is believed that they 
are fairly accurate above -50°C, however, and qualitatively 
correct over the entire region covered. 
The expansion of gadolinium, including this low tempera-
ture region, is shown in Figure 17. For a fairly large range, 
between -40 C and +28°C, the sample contracted with rising 
temperature; that is, the coefficient was negative. This is 
opposite to the behaviour of the classical ferromagnetics in 
which the expansion is enhanced by an additional positive 
quantity upon passing through the Curie point. The data of 
Trombe and Foex (46) exhibited a long plateau, or region of 
zero expansion, below the Curie point. This is still in 
fairly good agreement with the present work, considering the 
fairly small size of the effect. 
The expansion coefficient, shown in Figure 18, seemed to 
indicate the beginnings of this effect, however slightly, ~t 
temperatures as high as 150°C or 200°C. In the high tempera-
ture region, the rather sharp increase of the coefficient above 
about 600°C was again evident. The' reported slight 
transformation with hysteresis, found by Trombe and Foex (46) 
between 100°C and 200°C, was not confirmed by the present 
work. 
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Terbium 
For terbium, with a Curie point tentatively identified 
at about -40°C 1 the method described above for achieving low 
temperature measurements was again of value. The same re-
marks regarding the accuracy in this range apply, however. 
The resulting expansion curve is shown in Figure 19. Again 
it is seen that a region of negative expansion appeared, the 
contraction being even more pronounced here with increasing 
temperature than in the case of gadolinium. By analogy with 
the expansion of gadolinium, one might expect that the Curie 
point is indeed in the neighborhood of -40°C 1 although of 
course the Curie point is actually defined magnet~cally rath-
er than by anomalous behaviour in other physical properties. 
In the high temperature region, a discrepancy appeared 
in the curves over the region from 700°C to 800°C. The data 
were not reproducible to the usual degree, and while the dis~ 
crepancy seemed too slight to indicate a true transformation, 
still it seemed also too great to ignore. It seems most 
likely that stresses were introduced when the sample was rap-
idly cooled for the low temperature work, and that the anoma-
ly observed is an annealing process. 
The expansion coefficient of terbium is shown in Figure 
20. The anomalous behaviour at high temperatures is grossly 
exaggerated by such a plot. Elsewhere the data are smooth 
and reproducible but indicate once more that the oncoming 
magnetic transformation seems to affect the expansion of the 
metal over a surprisingly large temperature interval. 
Dysprosium 
The expansion of dysprosium above room temperature is 
shown in Figure 21. A slight hysteresis loop was observed 
between about 650°C and 900°C. The change in volume 
represented by this anomaly was not sharp and was more notice-
able in the warming than in the cooling runso A change in 
volume of less than 0.1 per cent was involved. Here again it 
would be of interest to see studies of other physical prop-
erties made, particularly a high temperature X-ray crystal 
analysis, if possibleo Figure 22 1 the coefficient of expan-
sion of this metal, shows that the runs were smooth and re-
producible outside of the high temperature region mentioned. 
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A r9orn t!mperature coefficient of expansion of about 9o5 x 
lo-o oc- was indicated. This was considerably higher · than 
the values reported by Trombe and Foex (50) and Barson, Leg-
veld, and Sped~ing fl3), who found the room temperature value 
around 8 x 10-o oc- • It might be recalled that the spectro-
scopic analysis of the present sample o!: d~Jsprosium indicated 
0.5 per cent tantalum, 0.2 per cent calcium, and perhaps 0.1 
per cent terbium. This relatively high impurity content may 
have affected the expansion of the sample. 
Erbium 
The expansion of erbium, shown in Figure 23 3 was grati-
fyingly smooth and reproducible. No evidence was observed 
of any transformations between room temperature and 900°C. 
Figure 24 shows the expansion coefficient of er~ium. 1 Its room temperature value was found to be 9.4 x 10- oc- , 
which is in fairly good agreement with 8 .. 9 2~ l0-6 oc-1 ob-
served by Barson, Legvold and Spedding (13) and with the 
estimate o1' 10 x 10-6 °C-1 from the X-ray crystallographic 
data of Banist~r, Legvold, and Spedding (41). 
Ytterbium 
The least satisfying results of all were obtained with 
ytterbium. As seen in Figure 25, there was appreciable scat-
tering of the points about a smooth curve, and also a very 
strange anomaly at high temperatureso The second cooling 
run was unfortunately interrupted by a · fai-lure in the elec-
trical parts of the recording equipment so that only a small 
portion of this run ,, was obtained. Over this portion, how-
ever, down to about 700°C, the results were identical with the 
first cooling rune 
In performing this experimental wor~ it was believed 
from the appearance of the strip chart at .the high tempe!'a-
ture end that the sample had softened and .was showing signs 
of creeping. However, when the expansion curve. i'laS plotted 
and shovred no net shortening of the sample upon its return 
to room temperature, this seemed to indicate th~t a true 
transformation was occurring at high temperatures. The high- ,. 
est temperature attained was still at least 25°C below the 
thermal arrest detected at 798°C by Spedding and Daane~ al~ 
though the anomaly observed may have corresponded to this 
transformation. 
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Ytterbium, with its very high vapor pressure.9 was ex-
tremely volatile during the high temperature part of the run, 
and a quantity of the metal was deposited as tiny ·crystal-
lites in the cooler portions of the sample holdero There 
still remains the possibility that this interfered with the 
proper operation of the dilatometer$ It would seem desirable 
to repeat these measurements to check the observed data.9 but 
in view of the high volatility of the sample, it was thought 
best first to complete the use of the equipment on other 
samples. 
The expansion coefficient, shown in Figure 26, was ex-
tremely high for g rare earth metal. The room temperature 
value of 25 x 10-6 oc-1 is about three times that of other 
elements in this group. In view of the differences in other 
physical properties which this element exhibits, and its 
chemical divalence compared to the usual trivalence of most 
rare earths, this is perhaps not too unexpected. 
DISCUSSION 
High Temperature Creep 
The phenomenon of creep has been a subject of lively 
interest among physicists and metallurgists for some time. 
In view of the flow of several of the rare earths at high 
temperatures, a few comments on creep in metals are appro-
priate. 
Andrade (75) found that the change in length of a metal 
as a result of creep under tension followed the expression 
L ~ L0 (1 +~ tl/3) ekt, where L0 and L are the lengths at time 
zero and time t.9 respectively, andP and k are constants at a 
given temperature and stress. The term B tl73 represents a 
rapidly decreasing flow called transient flow or ~ flov'l. The 
term in k arises from a constant rate of flow ner unit length 
1 dL L dt = k. Since k is usually quite small.9 this is approxi-
mately a uniform increase of length with time and is called 
quasi-viscous flow. As the stress or temperature is increased, 
the value of~ increases somewhat but then levels off to a fair-
ly constant value. The value of k.9 however .9 increases. rapidly 
and continuously as the temperature or stress is increased. 
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Hence, at elevated temperatures it is the viscous flow which 
predorninateso It is this which apparently is the cause of 
the permanent deformation observed in the present measurements 
~n the rare earth metalso 
A review of earlier papers on the mechanism of creep was 
given by Nabarro (76). The process of transient creep was 
found to occur largely by slip in the individual grains and 
is usually explained as due to the motion and interaction of 
dislocations within the crystal. Quasi-viscous creep in-
volves a motion of the individual grains relative to each 
other and hence involves the grain boundaryo 
As Orowan (77) pointed out, however, quasi-viscous creep 
also occurs in single crystals, so that a mechanism involving 
the structure of the grains themselves must also be involved. 
More recently Betteridge and Franklin (78), by deforming a 
sample of a tin-antimony alloy and examining it microscopi-
cally, found three distinct phenomena: viscous flow at the 
grain boundaries, general slip within the grainp and local-
ized strain within the grain which resulted in a subdivision 
of the grains into a "cell structure". 
These phenomena, involving dislocations~ lattice vacan-
cies, and other crystalline imperfections, might well explain 
the extremely diffuse X-ray diffraction patterns obtained 
from the rare earth metals. The surprising thing here was 
that the creep rate should be so great for as small a load 
as the sample was subjected to in the dilatometer. It may be 
that the high temperature transitionp with its accompanying 
recrystallization, resulted in an increase of disordered 
material in the metalo This would be consistent with the 
large changes in the electrical resistivity and in the cool-
ing c~rves found for these metals. 
Expansion and the Curie Point 
A review of material dealing with expansion in the neigh-
borhood of the ferromagnetic Curie point is given by Bozorth (79). The following remarks, except where otherwise noted, 
are taken from this source, which also includes a list of 
references. 
The subject is conveniently discussed in terms of Bethe's 
curve showing the exchange integral of magnetization as a 
function of ~~ where R is the atomic radius and r is the ra-
r 
dius of the incomplete inner electronic shell associated with 
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the ferromagnetism. At small values of this ratio (atoms 
close together compared to the radius of the unfilled shell) 
Bethe's calculations showed the exchange integral to be nega-
tive~ corresponding to a tendency towards anti-parallel 
alignment of the electron spins in adjacent atoms, or anti- -
ferromagnetism. For values of ~ greater than about 1.5~ how-
r 
ever~ the exchange interaction becomes positive, correspond-
ing to parallel spin alignment, or ferromagnetism. The inter-
action reaches a positive maximum for some value of R greater 
than 1.5 and then decreases to zero asymptotically a~ the 
distance between atoms becomes large compared to the radius 
of the incomplete inner shell of electrons. 
Ferromagnetic materials must have a positive exchange 
interaction, but they may lie either to the right or to the 
left of the maximum in Bethe's interaction curve. For metals 
lying to the left of the maximum~ a decrease of the atomic 
radius~ such as by compression~ would cause a decrease in the 
magnitude of the exchange integral and hence a lowering of 
the Curie point. For metals to the right of the maximum~ 
pressure would cause an increase in the Curie point. Both 
cases have been observed experimentally. 
One of Ehrenfest's equations for secQnd 
tion shows that at the Curie point aF - ~P = 
order transi-
cF - cP dT p p -- • 
3TV dp 
Here the supers~pts refer to phe ferromagnetic and para-
magnetic states. Since C~ - Cp is positive~ it can be seen 
that the coefficient of expansion should be greater in the 
paramagnetic state for metals lying to the left of the maxi-
mum in Bethe's curve~ and greater in the ferromagnetic state 
for metals to the right of the maximum~ This follows from 
the pressure-dependence of the Curie point, as discussed in 
the preceding paragraph. 
For gadolinium~ the ratio of the atomic radius to the 
radius of the 4f shell is given by Bozorth as 3ol. This 
would place the metal rather far out to the right of the max-
imum on the interaction curve, and would predict a slight de-
crease in the expansion coefficient on passing through the 
Curie point in a warming direction. The experimental evi-
dence found in the ~resent investigation~ as well as that of 
Trombe ·and Foex (46) showed the effect to be just opposite to 
this. From the arguments above~ this indicates that gadolini-
um should really lie to the left of the maximum in the inter-
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action curve. Terbium~ with its negative coefficient of 
expansion in the region of the Curie point, should also be 
located to the left of the maximum in the curve. 
Zener and Heikes (80) have enumerated several types of 
exchange other than direct exchange between the incomplete 
shells. It seems that in the case of the rare earths, where 
the incomplete shell is buried rather deeply in the atom, 
that indirect exchange would occur and that one may no longer 
locate the metal correctly on the interaction curve relative 
to metals of the iron group by calculating R for the 4f shell. 
r Perhaps u~ing the radius of the incomplete 5d shell would re-
duce the value of R to place gadolinium and terbium to the 
r left of the maximum. 
Another effect which was noted with regard to the re-
sults of the present investigation was that the expansion co-
efficient was evidently affected by the loss of magnetism 
over a range extended more than a hundred degrees above the 
true Curie point. It is interesting to note that a similar 
effect was observed by Nix and MacNair (65) in the expansion 
of iron and nickel and by Mott and Potter (81) in the tem-
perature coefficient of electrical resistivity of nickel. 
The last authors explained this as being due to something 
like short range order which remains after the breaking up 
of t9e large Weiss domains at the Curie point, the last bit 
of this order vanishing gradually at higher temperatures. A 
similar "tailing off" of the magnetism itself above the Curie 
point is described by the Curie-Weiss law. 
The Gruneisen Constant 
All of the physical constants for determining the GrU-
neisen constant, 0 = ~~~, have been experimentally measured 
v 
for several members of the rare earth group. Bridgman (57) 
measured compressibilities and densities, and the present in-
vestigation, as well as others previously, supplied thermal 
expansion data. Atomic heats were obtained from the results 
of Parkinson, Simon~ and Spedding (24) by a rather bold ex-
trapolation to room temperature~ and from the data of Skoch-
dopole, Griffel, and Spedding (55, 45). Room temperature 
values of these physical properties were used except in the 
cases of gadolinium and cerium where higher temperature val-
ues were used to avoid the effect of transitions. It was as-
.. 
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sumed that the compressibilities changed but little with tem-
perature. The resulting Gruneisen constants for several of 
the metals are listed in the column headed 0 Gr in Table 1 • 
It is seen that the values ranged from 0.25 for cerium 
to 0.90 for erbium, all of which are very much less than the 
usual value of about 2.0 for most metalso In view of this 
discrepancy, a second method for calculating the Grlineisen 
constant, due to Slater (82), was employed. If the compres-
sibility of a substance is expressed as a function of pres-
sure in the form~: -a1P + a2P2, where V is the volume, P 
0 
the pressure, and a 1 and a2 are constants, then it can be 
shown that 0= a2- 2. With a few exceptions, the values 
a2 3 
1 
of 0 determined in these two independent ways are generally 
in fairly good agreement and range from about 1.5 to 2.5. 
The coefficients a 1 and a2 were determined approximately 
from Bridgman's compressibility data (57) and the resulting 
Gruneisen constants, () 81, are listed in the last column of 
Table 1. In the case of cerium, the large negative value in-
dicates that the compressibility increased rapidly with in-
creasing pressure rather than decreasing normally. This was 
doubtlessly due to the oncoming transition to the condensed 
form, so that· this value of 0 Sl is not particularly meaning-
ful. In the remaining cases the values are still somewhat 
below the values commonly found for metals, but are in much 
better agreement than those calculated from the other physi-
cal properties. 
It is inconceivable that the experimental values could 
be in error by so large an amount. Assumptions made in the 
derivation of these expressions for Gruneisen•s constant are 
that the modes of vibration of the lattice all vary as the 
inverse Opower of the volume, and that the Poisson ratio be 
independent of volume changes. It may be that one or both of 
these assumptions is poor for the rare earth metals. 
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Table 1. Gruneisen Constants of Several Rare Earth Metals 
Metal oar Os1 
La 0.29 1.6 
Ce 0.25 -11. 
Pr 0.27 0.8 
Nd 0.42 1.0 
Gd 0.63 1.5 
Dy 0.74 1.2 
Er 0.90 1.2 
Expansion and the Melting Point 
Attempts to correlate the observed expansion of the rare 
earth metals with their melting points, as has been done for 
other metals, met with no more success than did the calcula-
tions of the Gruneisen constants. 
Bonfiglioli and Montalenti (2) reported the empirical 
relationship ac::: Tm = constant, where 0.::::. is the room temperature 
coefficient of 11near expansion and Tm is the melting point 
on the absolute temperature scale. For face-centered cubic 
metals they found that o(Tm: 2.08.:!:: 0.22 per cent, while for 
hexagonal metals it was 2.05 + 0.10 per cent. Of the face-
centered cubic metals investigated here, the value for this 
product was found to be 0.60 per cent for cerium, ignoring 
the anomalous increase in the expansion coefficient at room 
temperature, and 2.7 per cent for ytterbium. For the hex-
agonal metals, the product ct: Tm was as follows: lanthanum, 
0.57 per cent; praseodymium, 0.51 per cent; neodymium, 0.82 
per cent; gadolinium, about 1.2 per cent, taking aG above the 
anomalous room temperature value; terbium, about 1.5 per 
cent; dysprosium, 1.7 per cent; and erbium, 1.7 per cent. 
Except for ytterbium, the observed expansion is lower than 
that predicted from their melting points, particularly for 
the first members of the rare earth series. This may be due 
to the high temperature transitions, for the melting would 
then occur from a different crystalline form. However, since 
the relationship is only empirical in the first place, it may 
simply not be a general one. 
•, 
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